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Volume CXI, Issue 5
Beckwith
By AMANDA JUNXIN
"Knowledge and power are ab-
stract concepts, but we find their
manifestations in 'everyday
people," asserted Karen Beckwith,
associate professor of political sci-enc- e,
last night in a lecture entitled
"When Class Straggle Learns Rrom
Race Struggle."
Bcckwim's presentation, the third
event in the Fonnn series, centered
on a labor movement organized by
the United Mine Workers of
America against the Piston Coal
Company which occurred in Vir-
ginia, West Virginia and Kentucky
in 1988 and '89. Beckwith used this
incident to illustrate the principle
that by using theirprior knowledge,
the miners in this labor umbo uti-
lized strategies first developed in
the civil rights movement to em-
power themselves.
Beckwith drew upon the work of
Charles TiHy in saying that this
group ofminers had repertoires of
collective action,"or sets oflearned
QuaMiy'time for
B H mKldll --mme
A future Lady Scot takes a break from Saturday's football
game to spend some quality time with another fa.
Feature page 6
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addresses class, race struggles
behaviors thatpeople use in specific
social situations. She also cited
Sydney Tarrow's work on the con
cept of modu-
larity which
states that ac-
tions
"Non-viole- nt
taken by reach more
one group to reach more
achieve their picketing oragenda can be
borrowed by
sit-i- ns could
people and
goals than
violence"
-- Karen Beckwith
another group .
for use in a different context. "We
can see that groups employ specific
actions known to be successful in
the past," she said. In the case of
these miners, these "actions" were
traditionally violent measures,
which could be characterized into
either anti-corporati- on or anti-sc- ab
violence.
However, it was soon realized
that this "old repertoire" was not
proving to be effective. The miners
firstbroke with their traditional rep-
ertoire when they waited fourteen
months after their contract expired
before going on strike. Histori
4v
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Graffiti
The student newspaper of the College of
cally, miners had always acted im-
mediately. Beckwith quoted one of
the miners, by saying, "It was an
educated de
cision to say
we're not pre-
pared to strike
at this time."
Beckwith
said this strat-
egy had re--
.
suited in a to
tal of 60,000 workers on strike and
a 10 percent cut in national coal
production.
Eventually, the miners developed
their movement furtherby "import-
ing" a successful strategy of the
civil rights movement the non-
violent, passive sit-i- n. The non-
violent sit-i- n was an appropriate rep-
ertoire action," Beckwith said.
"Non-viole-nt sit-i- ns could reach
more people and reach more goals
than picketing or violence." They
helped to attract national media at-
tention and eventual federal
Take control survive
a violent attack
By NICOLE COWARD
"Get a grip!" was the message at
Monday's "Survive! Personal Pro-
tection Seminar" presented by
Debbie Gardner, president and
founder of the Survive Instittite in
Cincinnati. In the seminar, which
took place in Shoolroy Theatre,
Gardner spoke on how to control
emotions during a safety crisis and
how lo fight hack in a violent attack.
Gardner opened the seminar by
discussing how she founded the Snr-vi- ve
Institute. One evening, she
was attacked by an armed man who
demanded her money when she was
exiting a restaurant. This experi-
ence led her to develop the Survive
Institute, an institution that helps
people to be more aware of violent
crime and bow to fight if.
Gardner first explained why
people lose control during a violent
attack, "They suck in their breath,
and all the blood ... rushes to then-heart- s.
This is the fight-or-flig-ht'
Don't Throw
Shoes
rVoice
Wooster
Beckwith said the importation of
this civil rights module was notwith-
out problems. "Union members
were accustomed to using violence
rather than non-violenc- e." But, cer-
tain factors facilitated this transfor-
mation of strategies from one com-muni-ty
to the next. "Actions in one
movement are most importable if
they are used by a similar move-me- m
ma similar context," she said.
She then explained the similarities
in the groups which facilitated the
transfer of modules.
A student's question prompted
Beckwith to comment on the rel-
evance this incident has on today's
society. She believes that by exam-
ining the movements of the past we
will be able to embrace the changes
oftbefuturei "As we move into the
21st century we need to find new
ways of approaching change," she
said.
"We can find a possibility for a
social base that will allow us to
bring the type of change that we
need to have."
response ... fit prevents the brain
from getting the blood and oxygen
to their heads that they need in order
to think clearly." The solution, said
Gardner.istotakeslow.deep breaths
from the stomach, make fists with
your hands to improve circulation
and "to get a grip."
Gardner continued that when
something strange happens "we be-
gin having tremendous negative
thoughts; we tell ourselves we
shouldn't be here, or we shouldn't
have talked to this guy , orwe should
have locked our door." This also
prevents us from thinking clearly,
she said.
Gardner next spoke on the three
ways criminals attempt to invade
your private space: by conversa-
tion, by following the victim and by
surprise.
When the method is conversa-
tion, Gardner stated if the stranger
makes you feel uncomfortable, you
please see SURVIVE, page 2
Sports page 10
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Oberiin
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$30,000
for band
uniforms
By SUSAN WTTTSTOCK
An additional $30,000 for band
uniforms will be included fat the
College's 95-'9- 6 operating budget,
the first in a series ofallocations that
win occur every four to five years.
R. Stanton Hales, vice president
for academic affairs, said, "We've
been thinking about doing this for a
couple of years. You have to buy
some sortofminimal number or it is
just too expensive. A reasonable
plan is to get on a cycle, where 30
uniforms win be purchased in 1995,
and again in 2000 and so on."
Hales explained that the money is
above what the band would nor-
mally receive in me operating bud-
get He emphasized the role of
President Copeland in appropriat-
ing the added funds to the band. "It
is through his help that we've been
able to do this," Hales commented.
The additional money is neces-
sary due to the bad shape ofmost of
the uniforms. Of 170 uniforms, all
but 30 areat least 20 years old, with
about 40 being over 50 years old.
Since more than 30 uniforms need
replacing now. Hales said the first
fund usage will probably go towards
the elements ofall the uniforms that
need replacing most Nancy Ditmer,
director of the band, said vinyl spats
for the en tire band will be purchased
to replace the cloth ones, which "are
in horrendous shape." Since larger
sized uniforms are in short supply,
the band will continue to sacrifice
fabric from smaller doublets for
larger ones.
Referring to the $30,000, Ditmer
said, "This will definitely help" The
uniforms run about $ 1 ,000 each and
she would like to see all 120 uni-
forms replaced. In response to this
need, she said, "I have received some
unsolicited checks from parents of y
band members. That is helping."
Ditmer said, "An endowment for
band uniforms would be nice."
Some elements of the uniform .
that needed replacing at the start of
the season have arrived, said Dinner.
Viewpoints
Editorials, cartoons,
columns and letters to
the editor
page4
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News Briefs
NATIONAL
CAPE CANAVERAL, FLAj Fine weather is predicted for today's
liiTtv--h pfth ipri! thn. Fjyfeavnnr. This morning's laonch is the second
aoemptsta 10-d- ay envifonmmnl research mission. It had been previoosly
delayed because of a but-seco-nd engine shut-dow- n.
LOS ANGELES: Three hundred and five people eligible to serve on
the jury of the OJ. Simpson trial will face detailed Questioning in mid-Octo-ber
on their backgrounds and attitudes about the case. Simpson's
attorneys are arguing the prosecution's request that jurists be sequestered
in a hotel, instead suggesting that they be given "stern warnings" to avoid
reading newspapers or watching TV reports of the case.
INTERNATIONAL
SEVILLE, SPAIN: NATO allies are threatening more air strikes in
Bosnia. The plan, which is beinx promoted by the UnMed States, would
allow NATO to respond without warning to Bosnian Serb violations. War
planes, instead of trtarsing only a handfnl of tanks, could attack muhiple
HAITI: At least three Haitians were killed and 40 wounded, when a
grenade rxitrV4 at a pro-democr-acy demonstration in Port-o-Prin- ce
yesterday. Although k is net certain who threw the grenade, it is believed
to have been thrown by pro-arm-y gunmen, who were reacting to the anti-Cedr-as
marchers. Exiled President Aristide arged U.S. lawmakers not to
bind diatom to a date for ILS. troop withdrawal from Haiti. As it sands,
the 2&J800 U-S-. troops, inrinrSrtg 19,600 ground troops, are scheduled to
leave Haiti Mar. L 1995. Meanwhile, Secretary of State Warren Christo-
pher wants the UN. Security Council to lift economic sanctions against
HacxsayiriglfaeintanatkitalrTrrm
TURKU, FINLAND: Ax last ccmt 909 are dead, and 140 remain alive
after an Estonian ferry capsirrd and sank in the Baltic Sea carry Thursday
morning. It is still not completely certain what caused this disaster, the
worst maritime disaster in modem Baltic history, but inspections suggest
that water may have leaked through m unsealed door. According to Finish
reports, the cold weather means salvage of the ferry and recovery of the
bodies still inside most be postponed until next year.
National and international news briefs compiled by BETH CIHA with
infermatkn from Wire Services and the New York Times
Survive
continued from frontpage
should "make eye contact with the
person and domot look away. Give
negative responses to whatever the
person asks. And step bade every
time yoa give a response."
If someone is following yon,
Gardner said to "confront him. And
more importantly, confront him us-
ing vulgar language, because this
win tiJiowf3ni off." If the person
luifiiats you. "breathe and roar!
Don't try to scream, because yonll
T6 & Q g
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International
By ANDY DUKER
A gallery of38 flags representing
the countries of citizenship of all
current students at the College win
be dedicated next Wednesday at 7
p.m. and put on permanent display
in the basement of Lowry Center.
"We are trying to celebrate the
faa that we'rean international com-
munity, and this is one way to show
that," said Bob Rodda, director of
Lowry Center and student activi-
ties. The gallery will help Lowry
Center better represent the campus,
according to Rodda. Rodda'a of-
fice, along with the Office of Inter-
national Stndent Affairs and the In-tfHiiti- oiai
Student Association,
helped to organize the gallery.
The gallery will be located in the
north hallway in the basement of
Lowry. Plaaesdeaaibirig the pur-
pose of the gallery and kleraifying
Security talces a bite out ofcrime
By JON SETTZ
Students wfflsocagetaefcance to
learn about various crime preven-
tion and fire safety strategies daring
next week's second annual Grime
PreventiorVFire Safety Week. The
event is organized by the College's
Office of Security and Officers Cece
Moffit and Carol Wheeler. An of
the events win be held in Lowry Pit
Nationwide, "Crime Prevention"
is a ptogram for the entire month of
October. Although Wooster win
primarily emphaiize it next week,
programs ran throughout the month.
Director of Security Keith James
cseda number ofgoals forthe week.
"I would like to encourage students
to participate. " James said. It
really is an, enlightening expti ience
to allow sfndcnts to interact duecdy
with specialists."
Officer Moffit added. "We want
Q g ft Q Q
apstltOOO Scholarship
available.
sites In
, Zimbabwe
Loolting for a good oxchango rato to
study abroad next semester?
3.7SGM I p-$lr- SO0
Stady
Syracuse
Florence, Mary
have sucicd in your breath and no
sound wfll come out If yoa roar,
yonn get the air flowing and oxy-
genwfll be able toreach your brain."
The final part of the seminar dealt
with weapons. "When guns are in
the picture, you're inserious trouble.
Yonwfll almostcertainty be injured.
The important thing to do is to get
thebarrel of the gun oat ofyour "kfll
zone," the area where a bullet win
be fatal. The same principle applies
lo other weapons, such as blunt ob-
jects and knrves, Gardner said.
0; h Q
Scholarship aJSO VA and
also
University sponsors study abroad
England
Madrid. Spain Strasbourg. France
SU credit Held tripsTraveling seminars Internships Study for a semester, year or summer
Courses taught in English and in host country language
Syracuse University
Drvwow Of IwiiamiiowM. Paoomum AawoAD 119 Eucfld Awnus. Syrscuss. Htm York 13244-417- 0
1-800-23&-
3472 315-44334- 71
flags to be displayed
the flags will be mounted on the
pillars in the basement. Rodda ex-
plained. The flags, each 2 feet by 3
feet, wfll be hong from the ceiling
along the top of the north windows.
According to Rodda, the idea for
the gallery came from a similar dis-
play in Blufton College in Blcfton,
Ohio. Two years ago, Rodda con-
tacted ISA for help on checking flag
availability and possible sites for.
the gallery. The flags, ranging from
$13 and up, were obtained from
store in Boston, and the bastincnt
hallway was deemed the site that
could give the gallery the most room
to grow, with space enough for 60
flags, stated Rodda.
Patricia Tkrney.assistam deanof
student! for international student
affairs and residence director of
Babcock International House, be-
lieves the gallery wQl serve a dual
purpose. U win let the campus and
toencourage studfnti tobe aware of
potential problems so they win be
On Monday,from 8 pjn. to 9 pJn.
Chief MeriUat of the Wooster Po-
lice Department win answer ques-
tions ajruva presentation on issues
concerning students.
The Wayne County Sheriff De-
partment wiH hostadr prevention
display from 11 am. to 3 pun on
Tuesday. A ntstniatioa by the
State Highway Patrol on alcohol
awareness will begin at 5 pjn, in-
cluding a simnlation for an alcohol
ordrunk drivingarrest, according to
James.
On Wednesday from 7 pjn. to 8
pjn Parrel Camben, from the Uni-versi-ty
ofAkron Police Depot tment,
win be addressing the subject of
crimes cf prejudice and issues re-
lated to diversity. James said that
this is especially relevant to the
College's diverse campus. '
CONTESTl CONTEST!
77777777777777777777777777771777777777777777777777777777777777777
GIVE THE CORRECT ANSWER AND YOU COULD BE
ONE OF FIVE LUCKY STUDENTS WHO WILL
WIN A SMALL PIZZA AND DRINK FROU
MOM'S TRUCK STOP COMPLIMENTS
OF HOWARD RABERHI
HOW MANY BLUE LIGHTED EMERGENCY PHONES
ARE THERE ON CAMPUS???
NAME
PRINT PLEASE
GIVE EXACT NUMBER
PHONE
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the community know who we are
and that we have an mtrrnafional
campus." she said, as weU as "show-
ing our international students that
we recognize their presence here.
The campus win be served by
the gallery of international flags by
showing the diversity of the culture
here as wen as the large interna-
tional population." said Katie Will-
iams 96, president of ISA, "A
school wirhnitf Intrrnatknal ituVnti
is not a truly global community.'
she added. It's pleasing to fi-
nally have a showcase for 00 inier--
tlity.'
The dedication on Wednesday is
scheduled to last for about 10 min-
utes, Rodda said. Participating win
be R. Stanton Hales, vice president
for academic affairs, Rodda. Wi3-iamssfldRacbnaNangalia9- S.who
win read a poem. Refreshments
win also be served.
A speaker from Every Woman's
House wfll address the problem of
sexual assault from 7 pjn. to 730
pjn.onThurs. This activity is being
coordinated by Gretchen Anker.
Michael t who tcachfs at the
Wooster YMCA, wfll then demon-
strate self defense skills until 8 pjn.
.
The corrlnrring cyentwfllbe held
on Friday? Tho Wooster Fire De-psrtm- ent
win be displaying an emer-
gency engine as weU as demonstrat-
ing howpuseafire extinguisher by
putting ont sman fires. James com-
mented that this wfll be especially
important because of the sman fires
Wooster has already had.
The above events are co-sponso- red
by one or more of the foUow-in- g
campus organ tTationy Amnesty
Internation. BSA. BWO, Campus
Councfl, Circle K. Denee House,
Dream House, Empower. Habitat
forHurnamty.lGC,ISA.JSA,Medic
Aid. SAB, SGA.UJAMAandWRC
CONTEST! CONTEST!
DROP THIS ENTRY IN THE BOX THAT WIL BE
AVAILABLE AT ANY OF THE EVENTS DURING
CR&S PREVENTIONFIRE SAFETY WEEK OCTOBER 9-- 7.
DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES WILL BE OCT. 7
AT OUR LAST EVENT.
CONTEST SPONSORED BY TEH COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
SECURITY DEPARTMENT.
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Alternate study abroad
scholarships offered
By JENNIFER SCHUPSKA
Students interested in alternate
study abroad programs are eligible
for a scholarship sponsored by the
National Security Education Pro-
gram. The application deadline for
these scholarships, offered to both
undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents, is Nov. 22. Interested stu-
dents need to make an appointment
with Carolee Taipale, director of the
International Programs Office, and
attend an informational meeting Oct
4 at 1 1 a.m. in Lean Lecture Room.
NSEP scholarships are intended
to attract students to alternate study
experiences which differ from the
typical paths. Programs in Canada
and western Europe are not funded,
however, and lesser-studie- d lan-
guages are preferred, Taipale said.
She added that students who are
experienced in French or Spanish
can also find appropriate programs,
though they would have to visitsuch
areas as Central and South America
or Francophone Africa.
The program is in part geared to
present an opportunity to study
abroad for those who might not oth-
erwise be able to go. Taipale stated,
"They NSEP give priority topeople
who haven't had the opportunity to
go overseas before.'
TaipakfsaHi mat the NSEP pre- -
MilffiTmSrf
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262-88-88
fers students who plan to use the
experience abroad to further future
careers rather than simply going
abroad because they like travel.
Taipale added that NSEP looks
for students who see an overseas
experience as "an integral part of
their time here at Wooster."
Although the scholarships are
awarded for merit, the amount given
to each student depends on demon-
strated need.
Students of any year, including
graduates, can apply; although, as
Taipale said, We had one person
apply for graduate last year, but most
of our concern is for undergrads."
Of the eight students applying last
year, two were awarded scholar-
ships and two given alternate status.
The application process is some-
what simpler than last year. Al-
though an interview is still required
before the completion of the appli-
cation, this year's written portion is
two pages shorter.
The applications are reviewed by
the Institute of International Educa-
tion, which recommends which stu-
dents would be the best candidates
to receive scholarships. The recom-
mendations are then reviewed by
NSEP, which either accepts or re-
jects them. NSEP can also adjust
which students are accepted on the
basis of demographics.
Real Books
Real Feople
Monday-Saturda- y 10-- 9
Sunday 1- -5
The Wboster Book Company
..where minds and imaginations meet
205 West Liberty St., Wooster. Ohio
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Roman liicksville' uncovered
By AARON RUPERT
The small Roman city of
Anemurium, a city called the
"hicks ville of the Roman empire"
by guest lecturer James Russell, was
the topic of an archeology forum on
Tuesday in Lean Lec- -
ture Hall.
Russell talked about Some
his participation in an tomb
excavation of a small of beltRoman town on the
southern Turkish coast
Anemurium flourished during the
second to seventh century, when
Islamic invasions prompted the citi-
zens to flee the town, according to
Russell.
Russell's presentation was a lec-
ture, augmented by a slide show,
showing the various structures and
artifacts found in the city. During
the lecture, Russell explained the
history behind all of the various
sights his group uncovered, the first
dating from late Roman times, and
the last dating from the Byzantine
empire.
The structures are so well pre-
served because, as Russell put it,
"the Masonry is so unattractive,"
meaning the material used in the
structures building is of such com-
mon and poor quality that it is not
worth stealing.
Some of the artifacts found in
Com-Patt-ibl- es
Flowers A
Gifts
149 N. Grant Sl
Wooster
(216) 264-865- 4
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the Wooster area.
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DOUBLE DRIVE-THR- U
Cleveland Road, Wooster
Beside Maxwell Music
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I
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Offer expiresJO13W j
cluded mosaics, tomb paintings and
"the biggest collection of belt buck-
les recorded for this era." One of the
major excavations was of a bath-
house, complete with hot and cold
baths, and a rather large exercise
area. Tomb paintings were found
of the artifacts included mosaics,
paintings and "the biggest collection
buckles recordedfor this
that help fill in some of the blanks in
Roman art history. Churches were
also excavated, showing early Byz-
antine religious practices.
Russell has been working on the
site since 1970. He described some
difficulties that were encountered in
the dig. A farmer asked for a court
injunction to stop the archeologists
from digging their excavation on
some valuable pasture land. The
trial was held at the site, and finally
science won out
Another difficulty arose when
some gold artifacts were found at
the sight The archeologists had to
call in the Turkish police to guard
the sight until the finds were trans-
ported out Russell showed the au-
dience a photograph of him and the
two guards, with their automatic
rifles sitting nearby on a table, while
they drank beverages.
NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING
$600 - $800 EVERY WEEK
Free Details: SASE to:
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11230
ANY BACK YARD BURGER
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Limit 1 per coupon
"I thought the lecture was very
well done," said Vivian Holliday,
professor of history and classical
studies. "It was demanding, and
academically stimulating. I left with
the impression that I knew the site."
"We had very good attendance, at
least 120 people. We
were very pleased
that over two-thir- ds
were students,"
era. Holliday added.
The lecture was
sponsored by the
American Institute of Archeology,
in conjunction with Wooster,
Oberlin College and Ashland Uni-
versity. Russell is the president of
the ALA, which boasts 90 societies
over the nation with 10,000 mem-
bers. Most of the members of the
ALA are amateurs, with a few pro-
fessional archeologists. The lecture
was sponsored by the Wooster chap-
ter of the ALA. Students from
Oberlin also travelled to hear the
lecture.
Russell was born in Glasgow,
Scotland, and earned his doctorate
degree from the University of Chi-
cago. Since 1966 he has held ap-
pointments at the University of Brit-
ish Columbia.
Russell's specialties are Roman
provincial archeology and Roman
military archeology. He has been
on digs in Wales, Scotland, Greece,
Turkey and Israel.
This was the first of two lectures
focusing on archeology. The other
will be on Nov. 17, dealing with two
sites in Israel Tel Beth and
Shemesh.
Overbolt House Bread it Breakfast
1473 Bean Ave.
(216)263-630- 0
1-800-9-
92-0643
Next to the College of Wooster
ExptrUnc Stick
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Wooster Insight
Students need to actively organize
complaints about bookstore
John Stuart Mill once wrote that "When we engage in a pursuit, a clear
and precise conception of what we are pursuing would seem to be the first
thing we need." Such is now the case with student complaining about the
administration of Florence O. Wilson Bookstore.
A perennial student favorite among the various techniques for procras-
tination, complaining about Flo O. is perceived to be as pointless as it is
entertaining. Yes. it's fun to gripe about the uncooperative staff and
attitude towardsfrrpn-H"hitffii'ylai'rir- al
getting textbooks and all the rest Conventional wisdom, however, has
always said that there is nothing to be done.
Until now. We here at the Voice feel that the situation with the
bookstore's monopoly on books and supplies has reached an intolerable
level. If we seek a resolution to these complaints, then our responsibility
to the student body in particular and to the campus community in general
is clean we should explore the operations of the Bookstore, expose
deficiencies, and propose solutions, rather than passively complaining.
No parking problem on campus
For those in the proper mood, there are plenty of things to complain about
on this campus. Parking, however, is not one of them. It is true, you can't
always parkin front ofyour dorm. You may, in a crunch, have to walk from
as far away as Lowry or even Freedlander, but there is always a spot
somewhere.
We are fortunate on this campus to have no restrictions placed on who
can own a car and to have parking spaces mere minutes away from our
rooms. Other universities often require a bus ride to the nearest parking lots
at which only upperclassmen can park.
Let's be thankful for these privileges and for the fact that we can always
find a space somewhere. There is no "parking problem" on this campus.
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Non-membe- rs encouraged to participate in SGA
SGA had their first official meet-
ing on Wednesday, Sept. 28. At this
meeting, we created 16 "ad hoc"
committees committees to deal
with problems around campus, check
out the options fordealing with them
and decide bow the problems can be
solved. This year we really want
outside participation in these com-
mittees. As a member, students
would not be required to attend, but
they also would not have voting
rights. The benefit of being in a
committee is that you can have a
direct effect on changes in policies
and issues thai affect students. Your
opinion counts and you can change
things you do not like. The follow-
ing is a list of the committees thatwe
.
formed based on concerns we had
and concerns we had beard from
others. The fbUowing is by no means
a final list ad hoc committees can
be formed at any time.
"Committne to research alcohol
policy for lounges in dorms
Comminee for WCWS Should
we get in to the bidding for rights to
the area around Wooster so that we
could have a stronger signal?
AvailatslityAlualhy ofpianos in
Scheide Are mere enough pianos
in Scheide and are they in good
shape?
Mail drop in dorms Can we get
the US Postal Service to pick up
mail from drop areas in dorms or by
dorms instead ofjust the drop box at
Lowry?
Cable in roomssmall bouses
Are we getting all channels avail-
able and is the policy in small houses
forcing them to pay more than what's
fair?
Book findingtrades Can we
find a way to effectively match up
people who need books with the
people who have these books?
Privacy protection Can we limit
the availability of our social secu-
rity numbers and also limit the dis-
tribution of folders with students'
records to TA's?
Laundry Was the price hike
necessary and are the washers and
dryers in good condition?
ACS Are there enough com-pute- rs
available on campus and what
quality are they?
TelephoneCan we get more
jines into campos so our parents and
friends don't have to keep trying for
hours to get through?
Admissions Are prospective
midVnri getting a proper picture of
Wooster?
Security Are academic build-
ings accessible after normal class
hours?
Semester billing Are the bills
timed properly and are the due dates
fair?
Student employment Is there a
bureaucracy and can we eliminate
it?
Parking Can we do anything to
marked and is there a problem
at all or are we just too picky?
Food service Are we getting
nutritious meals and do we like the
selection?
Ifany of these committees sparked
your interest, or you thought
"Gosh I was just complaining
about this with a friend the other
day." then please get involved! For
about an hour a week or so you can
work to eliminate a pet peeve. You
can do this by calling either Shan-
non Sheehan, the Vice President of
Student Affairs at x3520 or me.
Renee Grogg. at x3469.
If you are one of those people that
thinks SGA doesn't really do any-
thing" this is an excellent way to
change that thought.
If you care about this campus,
GET INVOLVED and SGA is a
great way to do it.
RENEE GROGG 97
Otiip Qssm (t (G& mm (std mtib (fir?
Titos Wsob vmm
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Speak YoiIr Mind
What is yourfavorite Wooster building and why? tgksZ5
--i 'i jrp m r 1 I 1 1 1 I
ALLISON WATKINS 5S JED PLOTKIN SS BERTO TRINIDAD 97 JEFF BOYLE 9S CHRISTY TORRES 5
"Sc&eide, because U's pretty. It has "Kittredge dininf ball, because it "The weight room in thePJ2.C It's "My favoritebuilding is Armington X3alpin, because nxM ofour tuitioa
really neat architecture to it. It's has food." a good place to get acquainted with Physical Education Center. lean is supporting the family of those
more modern than otherbuildings." other members of oar species.'' swim, lift weights, and play basket- - who work there."
On the short end of bookstore stick
Less with anger or bitterness than
with resignation am I forced to watch
the decline of the pride and self-relian- ce
of the average college stu-
dent While perhaps our depen-
dence upon our parents generosity
is in accordance
Todd Lewis with Biblicalinjunctions
about humility, I am saddened that
the average reaction to independent
students such as myself lies some-
where between condescension atour
poverty and incredulity at our stu
pidity in refusing
our parents sup- -
port.
Apparently, I
am not alone in
this observation.
Leon Bernstein,
uncooperative and oftentimes rude.
The bookstorewhich could notexist
without our patronage haughtily in-si-sts
that we leave our bags at the
dew, as if to imply a common ethic
ofthievery among all students. (Are
professors asked to leave their purses
at the door?)
This is not to imply that all of the
effects of their incompetence are
negative; the more ludicrous of their
policies are often quite amusing.
Campus organizations and depart-
ments, often forced by the College
Florence Wilson, in order to give
him a chance to respond to these
allegations. Told by "Diane" that
Mr. Runser was not in and generally
given the runaround, I almost left.
Then, as if only to reinforce my
Rome not having been built in a day, I will not try
here to explicate the totality of the inadequacy to
befound in the bastion of incompetence and
mismanagement which is Flo. O.
President ofBard College, notes how
"students through the 1960s ac-
cepted the idea that higher ednca-tio- n
was about trying on the clothes
of responsibility for theiractions...
Today's students ... feel they are
owed something."
Enough, already.
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore is
an abomination and an abuse of me
College's position oftrust. land the
rest of the Voice editorial board are
fedupwith the ineptmanagement of
the bookstore, and I am not simply
going to sit around and complain.
Rome not having been built m a
day, I will not try here to explicate
the totality of the inadequacy to be
found in-th- e bastion of mcompe-ten-ce
and fntsmanagement which is
Flo. O. 'Rather, consider mis an
overview. -
For those unfamiliar with the
bookstore, here is a short rundown
of the complaints. They have been
rated in national surveys as one of
the most expensive bookstores in
the nation, and we are not getting
onrmoney's worth. Thebookstore's
employees, with the exception of
most of the student employees, are
to buy at the bookstore, have been
told that they must buy equipment
and supplies without being told the
price. "Sign here," they win say
after handing you a blank purchase
slip. Pushed for an explanation,
they respond that "It will show up
on your account next month."
Rumors of management giving
away merchandise for free to cer-
tain students as well as charges of
improper or slipshod accounting and
of favoritism in hiring have been
Students are not the only ones on
the short end of the bookstore stick.
Thebookstore's tardiness in acquir-
ing required textbooks for courses is
legendary, frustrating professors' --
teaching plans. Professors have been
forced to purchase surplus books
which their students have not bought.
The College administration is
complicit in this pattern of misman-ageme- nt
The College profits from
the bookstore's monopoly status as
well as their privileged position in
Lowry Center, and they are not go-
ing to tmoermme this exploitation
of students. If reports of miscon-
ductamong the store's management
prove to be true, then the College
win be responsible for tolerating it
and refusing to take action.
I must apologize that there is no
comment from the management at
the bookstore on these issues. I tried
to contact Ed Runser, known to one
and all as "Fast Eddie," manager of
point, I was pre-
sented with the
penultimate ex-
ample of book-
store arrogance
and the need for
reform. I asked
what activity necessitated his one-we-ek
absence. Expecting a simple'
answer to a simple question, I was
instead told by the same Diane, Tm
not going to give out that informa-
tion." Obviously, FastEddie moon-
lights as a high-lev- el emissary to
Haiti forPresidentClinton, or else it
would have been simple rudeness
that motivated such a response.
We as students should not put up
with this rank impudence or the
greater pattern of mismanagement
which it represents. Our firstcourse
of action is to determine the exact
fxtfrrt ff fVrry ftyHgr fnfTH prac-
tices, conflicts of interest, and gross
impropriety m the College's admi-
nistrate ofthe bookstore. The Voice
plans to do its part in this respect
SOA can play a role here, as can
other campus organizations. Ulti-
mately, though, it is students who
must take control of our destiny if
we are to free ourselves of the oner-
ous burden, both on our pocket-boo-ks
andon our self-resrje- ct, which
the maladministration of Wilson
Bookstore represents.
Todd Lewis is Viewpoints Editor
of the Voice.
baU. There's a training center ifyou
get hurt."
Ratings unimportant, but
apathy doesn't help
The College of Wooster is extremely underrated as an institution of
higher learning. With the emergence of a pseudo-ratin-g system, evident in
US. News & World Report's America's Best Colleges, Wooster has fallen
victim to a system in which the value of our school is reduced to a mere
number. The impossibility ofrating institutions in this manner is manifest,
and this practice should be stopped. Choosing a college is an individual
choice and solely a matter of opinion. For example, this year millions of
prospective college students read that Vassar and Princeton are the best
schools muw country. Prospective students often read
Ben Wolski these conclusions as accepted truth, which only per--
petuates these myths about higher education. The pub-
lications forget that there is no Utopia University every school has its set
of problems, and no school ever solved them by being Slumber one."
American society assigns glowing ratings toa few chosen schools. Those
who attend these institutions often have "a chosen one" mentality, Le., the
feeling that they are somehow better than everyone else in the world. It is
wrongly assumed that every person who attends an Ivy League school
possesses a brilliance far beyond the level of human understanding.
Students of these schools arenot perfect George Bush graduated from Yale
but hardly solved all of the world's problems. It is also true that like any
other human being he made his fair share of mistakes. BUI Clinton went to
Georgetown. Oxford and Yale and has proved that he also is far from
brilliant The underlying fact is that we are not perfect human beings.
Clinton and Bush used knowledge gained from their schools to gain the
office of President, and for every George Bush there are a hundred
underemployed Yale graduates suffering the common fate of all liberal arts
graduates in the '90s. The name their school represents only goes so far.
Hopefully, personal abilities and leadership skills overwhelmed their
school's tide. Students who attend the College of Wooster have just as
much ability in their given academic subjects. It's only a matter of apply ing
their ability m a productive way.
I have spent many hours of my life explaining to strangers on airplanes
that Wooster is a legitimate place to attend college. There are people in
America, unfortunately, who only know the names of universities with
40,000 students and a semiprofessional basketball team. I recall to people
unfamiliar with Wonater the NCAC hmfrrirwll championship a few years
ago when Wooster played Kenyon College. As our team look the floor.
Kenyon fans shouted. Safety school. Safety school, we responded with
the chant, "Preppies, Preppies." I wanted to have a little chat with those
purple faced intrlkrrna' peons after we destroyed their team on the
hftArtbfi'1 court This chat might have included a discussion about our
WHrTpHldfm It1Ky p"g"m. the ehemkiry department, md the percentage
of our graduates who get PltDs.
Many students are often quick to point out the imperfections of our
college. Iknow few students who are wiUmgtostate he positive events that
happen every day of the week. Perhaps we should spend a bit more time
accentuating the positive aspects of Wooster and addressing the problems
that exist rather than abiding in its degradation through our silence.
Ben Wolski is an editorial writerfor the Voice.
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The death of 'American Graffiti'
A new lawforces Wooster teens to bidfarewell to cruisin'
( Howmany Friday or Saturday
ingots have you and your friends
been waiting up Bean Avenae,
minding your own business, wfaen
all of a sodden snoots and corses
ring oat across the street? Has any-
one ever mooed at yoa? Can yoa
count the number of times that you
have been flipped off in the last
week by the "townies"? Thank-
fully, the Gty of Wooster has fi-
nally offered a solution to the prob-
lem of orniiing
EffectiveJuly 1st of this year, any
car caught passing a downtown
checkpoint more than three times
will be polled over. The law is in
effect from 9 pjn. until 3 ajn. Vio-
lation of the law carries a hefty fine
of $35. as weO as court costs. At
last, an end lo the steady stream of
cars passing op and down BeaH
Avenue!
According to Wooster Police
Chief Robert MeriUat, cruising in
Wooster has been cot 35 percent as
a result of the new law.
On a May night in 1993. 1.384
can passed a downtown checkpoint
more than the appointed number of
times. By July 22 of this year only
897 cars passed the checkpoint.
MeriUat believes that the current
number is even lower.
MeriUat described the downtown
cruising area as "very quiet." There
are soil problems during times when
Interns gain work experience
By RACHEL POPE
With so many possibilities to
choose from for the future, it's hard
to find a personal focus; ask any
sophomore trying to decide on a
major. No one wants to
narrow their focus without
knowing what they're nar-
rowing it to or what they're withleaving out For questions
and answers like these, an
Woosters Career Services
office is here to offer help.
Career Services provides
career counseling, which
helps students assess their interests
and skOls. It helps students look for
intwnfhipf yiwf grm achpO1l . SS
well as guiding students in writing
their resumes and cover letters. Re-
sources are available to all students,
not just seniors, Laura Bey, the
assistant director, wants to encour-
age an Wooster students "to come
in as soon as possible, especially if
you're interested in internships."
- Applications for internships of-
ten have deadlines between Decem-
ber and January; it is advisable for
those interested in applying to start
researching possibilities now.
wmwM
I Iff
--lis
the law is not in effect, and local
merchants soil can in with requests
to have parking lots cleared.
Yet, as much as students at the
College may like the law. Wooster
teens do not. According to one
teenager, the law "socks."
Massillon. Mount Vernon and
Mansfield have reportedly beome
the new "hot" cruising spots.
In fact, Francis Ocrhjnelli. the
Mayor of Massillon, has run ads in
the local paper asking kids to cruise
in Massillon. Clcchinela reports
that "we have had absolutely no
Internships are offered an over
the United States, covering a wide
range of fields. Students have
worked for everything from envi-
ronmental organizations to newspa-
pers. Bey also mentioned that"a lot
"Employers are lookingforpeople
the real work experience of
intern."
Laura Bey, assistant director of
Career Services
ofbusiness economics majors work
in the corporate offices of
Rubbermaid and Smackers." But
anything is possible. The Career
Services library has a selection of
books on internships classified ei-
ther by region or by area of interest.
Deepak Sitaraman 95 took ad-
vantage ofCareer Services when be
was koking for mmternship. "They
helped me get my resume-- done and
they took me through a mock inter-
view," he said. Sitamaran is an
intern for the corporate tax dh irion
atRubbermaid,an experience which
he has found tobe valuable. "I have
I f f f f f J 1 r--i i f i r
problem no trouble."
Ckxhinelli hopes to"bring people
to the downtown." If the cruisers in
Massillon are anything like the ones
in Wooster, that will not be a prob-
lem.
This law might not stop all the
shouts, catcalls and inappropriate
hand gestures you receive on a Fri-
day night But think of the satisfac-
tion yoa win have the next time you
see that souped-u- p purple monster
track get pulled over by the police.
That should pot an end to Jim-Bo- b's
cruisin days.
had the OTjportunity to learn a lot,"
Sitamaran said. "I know what I
don't want to do now. The intern-
ship has given me focus."
According to Bey, not all intern-
ships are good experiences, but they
are an worthwhile lessons.
She said, "An internship
may include a lot of copy-
ing and filing, but there's
always a trade-of-f; interns
get exposure to the work
environment and the tasks
of their career." If an in-
ternship doesn't cement
one's career goal, at least,
as in Sitamaran's case, it points to
what one doesn't want to do.
la addition, as Bey points oat.
"Internships arebecoming more and
more valuable, especially with the
fliirtnaringeccnomy.Ejnployersare
tacking forpeoplewith therealwork
experience of an intern."
Internships, like Career Services,
pot people ahead and bring the caree-
r-related questions of their lives
into focus. So stop looking for an-sw- ers
in an the wrong places; feey're
atCareer Services in the Rubbermaid
Student Development Center, right
behind Holden HaH VV
Geologic displays:
llTtlcs to the past ;
By HILARY TEYNOR
Treasures from the bowels of the
earth, footprints ofanimals thatlived
millions of years ago, and relics of
prehistoric giants ...an on this very
J la Scovel Han, home to
the geology and pluloaophy depart-
ments, stiidents canview these build-
ing bkxks of history m the displays
in the first and second Door lobbies.
The first floor displays include
one case featuring rock families and
various examples of rock-formi- ng
processes. Another contains a wide
variety of prehistoric fossils. Some
of these are mastodon teeth, a tooth
from saber-toothe- d cat, dinosaur
bones and a mammoth tusk. Many
of these are dated within the last
several million years; however, one
set of actual dinosaur footprints left
in what was a soft unconsolidated
sand is approximately 225 million
years old.
The second floorcollections hold
minerals, crystals and an interesting
series of skulls illustrating the
change in man from hominid to hu-
man. They are, however, only rep-
licas. According to Sam Root, pro-
fessor ofgeology, "These skulls are
Wooster known in
the 'chemical world'
By RENEE M. GROGG
Special to the Voice
BUI Kieffer 36, an emeritus pro-
fessor of chemistry, presented a
seminar entitled "Has Wooster's
Chemistry Department really
changed in 60 years?" on Sept. 17.
Kieffer attended Wooster as a stu-
dent from 1932 until 1936 and re-
turned to teach at the College from
1940 unnl 1980, during the course
ofwhich he took one four-ye- ar break
and numerous leaves ofabsence for
research. In 1980, he and his wife
retired to California,
Kieffer started school in 1932,
just after the discovery of the neu-
tron. Because of the recent discov-
ery, the explanation of the nuclear
components ofatoms was incorrect
in the College textbooks. On the
first day of class, Kieffer remem-
bered. "I came up to Jon Chitmm
and said, Mr. Chittum the
textbook's wrong, and be said,
'Yes you probabrywon'thave that
happen in a literature class or a
Sociology class and that's why I
think you're gonna find chemistry
to be pretty darn exciting."
When Kieffer joined the College
faculty as a professor, he became
the fourth memberof the chemistry
department. He taught during the
used mainly as teaching aids in the
paleontology and amhropology
courses. The other specimens go
back a longtime and were collected
for educational purposes." .
Root explained the various prac-
tical uses for many of the minerals
in the collection. "Some are used for
ore and some are just valuable for
their beauty. Others may be used
fnrhii1finj pimf fly jfKhttffrifl f""V
erah," he said.
YetanotherfascrmgcoJlfxtion
of the geology department is lo-
cated outdoors near the northwest
comer of Scovel: a rock garden.
Wim sizable specimem from allover
the world collected by the
department's professors, the garden
is both instructional and beautiful.
The garden features sedimentary
rocks encrusted with fossils, as well
as deformed, folded and faulted
rocks. There are even two glacial
boulders from northern Canada,
deposited in Ohio by the glacier that
swept over this area from Canada.
The next time you're passing
through Scovel HalL checker these
collections. They really do link us
to ourpast while informing as ofour
present. . "--
remodeling oftheSeverance Chem-
istry Building and was also a mem-
ber of the faculty when President
Howard F. Lowry made the initial
proposal for Independent Study and
for faculty research leaves.
Kieffer noted that Wooster was
one of the first two colleges in Ohio
to be accredited by the American
Chemical Society , one of the first to
receive DuPont Chemistry Grants,
and the birthplace of the Journal of
Chemical Education.
Through these organizations,
Wooster became well known in the
"chemical world." Wooster be-
longed, as well, to a group of 20 or
30 liberal arts colleges that were
producing 75 percent of aU chemis-
try PhJJs.
Kieffer spoke of the additions of
professors Ted Williams. LeRoy
Haynes, David Powell, Richard
Brummond and Monty Borders, all
between 1959 and 1968. He said,
"By that time, we really had a team
going."
This "team" was to help continue
the tradition of a strong chemistry
department at Wooster.
Brad Dixon '95, whoattended the
lecture, said. "It was interesting to
sechow thedepartment had changed
over the years and why ... it has
been so strong for a long time."
,
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The next time you're in the li-
brary enjoying another episode of
the Trench In Action" saga or dig-
ging into the hidden treasure chests
of microfiche; took around. Yon
wont see him anymore yoaknow,
mat man who has been known to
refer to himself as "the Audiovisual
Fireman.' -- That's right, Dong
McCartney, coordinator ofAV Ser-
vices since January of 1990, has
decided to leave the College.
Several factors prompted this de-tis-kn.
"There are mutual reasons,'
McCartney said. "One is to be with
my wife who has been working in
Florida since February. She is an
educator for Youth Environmental
Services in the Tampa area." He
continued. "I want to stay in the
profession ofinstroctional media
perhaps a position dealing with sat-
ellite technology."
Another reason for his leaving is
that McCartney feels he has fin
ished his work at the College. I've
met my goals in terms ofcoordinat-
ing an entire AV operation and inte-
grating new forms of technology
into the campus," be said. "It's a
time of personal change for me."
McCartney said he is proud to have
been a part of such projects as the
addition of the satellite dish on the
roof of the library during the sum-nMrof'93,UMbuUingplan- sforme
restructuring of the library, the im-
provements made in the language
lab. me integration of SCOLA on
campus and the development of the
Luce multi-purpo- se room. - - -
In the future. McCartney said he
hopes theCcJlegewm continue these
types ofdevelopments to further its
commitment to learning. Specifi-
cally, he would like to see improve-
ments m benefits packages, better
equipping of classrooms, a lower-
ing ofcc to the students, full-tim- e
staffing atAV Services andagreater
appreciation ofthe work that is done
by hourly staff members who have
he Wooster Voice Feature
AV staff member moves on; students bid farewell
By AMANDA JUNKIN made long-ter- m commitments to the
College. "The College has a debt to
the hourly staff," he said. "They
should be compensated for the qual-
ity of their work. They shouldn't be
taken for granted."
McCartney said that be will par-
ticularly miss the caring and warm
atmosphere on campus. "The most
valuable thing in terms of the Col-
lege is the general sense of commu-
nity that exists here." he said.
McCartney will alsomiss the friend-
ships he has made at the College.
One ofhis goals was to see the class
of 94 graduate. "I have a very
strong attachment to this class be-
cause they started about six months
afterldid."hesaid. T hiredmany of
these students for four years, and I
watched the changes they went
through as students of Wooster. I
think of the attachments I have de-
veloped towards student employees
as being very important to me."
From talking to students who have
worked for McCartney, it is evident
With an Apple Computer Loan, 1ft now easier than ew to buy a Madntodf personal
cocqwlet In fact, with Apples spedd lew interest arid easy tenr
as lime as $23 per month? Buy any select Macintosh and y
computer ofiers: the ApolesD
jrou with all aspects of wn papers A personal orgariiz
iff
that he is important to them, too.
Noah Parker 9S has worked with
McCartney for 2 12 years in AV.
Parker said he will remember
McCartney as a warm and caring
person. "He caresabout the lives of
hisstudents." Parkersaid. "He does
everything in his power to assist
them. He'smorethanaboss. He's
our friend."
Another employee. Sarah
McCulloch 97. said she will re-
member McCartney's personality.
"He's a pretty go-luc-ky kind of
guy," she said. "I've never seen
him in a bad mood. I'll remember
him as someone who really cared
about what's going on with his em-
ployees."
McCartney wffl be remembered
for his valuable contributions to
AV Services and for his genuine
concern for the welfare of this stu-
dent employees. However, some
ofhis former employees speculated
that they might fondly remember
him for some other reasons:
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"For his incredible fashion
sense," Chris Maher95 said. "He
dresses in a unique manner. He's
got some very interesting ties. And
he always wears a baseball hat
He'salwaysgotanewone. He must
have hundreds."
"He loves Rocky and
Bullwinkle," Maher also recalled.
Everyone laughs at him be-
cause of his dogs." McCulloch said.
"He treats them like they are his
children."
He's really into sports." she
'
added. "He's such a big sports fan.
You can't ignore that about him."
"Doug's into the Wizard ofOi
Parker said. "He's obsessed with
Buddy Ebsen. the guy who was sup-
posed to play the tin man."
"Everyone at AV also loved the
red shoes he wore for Softball,"
Hitesh Toolsidass '94 commented,
"I've never seen his shoes."
Phesheya Nxumalo '95 said. "I've
heard him talk about them. He says
they bring him good luck."
R)rlessthanadollarada
bothwill givepu the poweryou need to
survive this semester
Q
shxlents (te only c of its kirjdX
rescwrces for researching your papers, ft even ir
complete with database, spreadsheet, word processing sofr and more AB at spec
bwstufcrtrxkig.wlmancfethis AnnlpCT
discover fte power every snxlentnee&Thepcwertobeyourbest: njjpitv
For further information contact
The Computer Sales Office
202 Tkylor Hall, x2252
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Don't Throw Shoes: alive
Shoes to audition for new members on Oct.10
By ASHLEY VAUGHT
The tradition of wild, wacky com-
edy continues ia its fifth season with
Don't Throw Shoes, the campus
first and only improvitatinrial com-
edy troupe. The group, featuring
RonHosrwit95. Karen Louis '96,
Adam Row '96. Marie Kahl 96.
David Henhhora 97 and Justin
MHgrim 97. has a wide range of
talent and a large amount ofenergy.
"Weconsider the size ofthe group
lo be an asset," said Louis. "In a
comedy
situation, mma smaller
group is "Wefeel we havebetter, goal is to put a
simply on the skits thatbecause it
a stronger group this year, andour
heavier emphasis on the improv and less
are characteristic ofthe troupe."
Adam Rosepashes
the mem-be- rs
to
work harder and lo work together
more. We are a closer group be-
cause of it."
There win be some changes in
this year's Shoes' repertoire; nor-maf- ly
the troupe performs a number
of skits, and does a few improvisa-tion- al
acts throughout the show.
Rose explained, "We fed we have a
stronger group this year, and our
goal isjp put a heavier emphasis on
the improv and less on the skits that
are characteristic of the troupe."
Rose goes on to say that there win
stiH be skits, just fewer of them.
Rose has been with the troupe for
abouta yearand"is one of the bright-
est dramatic talents to pass through
Wooster or. urn, that's what my
mom said." Louis said ofRose: "He
is definitely one of the strongest
'Brecht on
By SALLY THELEN
One cf the major events of the
urn .tilling parents weekend is sure
to be the production of Brecht oh
Breda.
This revue of stories, poems and
scenes from the writings ofBerthott
Brecht will incite langhtrr with his
biting witjnd awareness with his
honest portrayal ofsocial problems.
Unique from other performances,
with its rmphatis on andirnce par-tiripati-on,
it isbound to be a refresh-
ing and ff j my experience for
the audience.
Brecht. the father of modern po-
litical theater, was bora in 1898 in
Augsberg. Bavaria. The torment
that lore Europe apart daring World
War n is the same torment he tries to
highlight in many of his writings.
He became frustrated wim the the-
ater ofhis day, a kind of theater that
(fid not portray social injustices or
features of the group. He takes a
very essential role in making deci-
sions and keeping us sane."
Justin MUgrim is also one of the
newer members of the Shoes. His
nickname is "The Juice" and appar-
ently "such a moniker is jog indica-
tive of my extraordinary linguistic
capabilites. Perhaps there those who
are curious just what the title, "The
Juke," intimates? If you are a
of the opposite sex. I
strongly encourage yos to find out."
Louis said of MUgrim, "he uses lan
guage in a way that we haven't quite
discovered yet ."
David Hershborn was inducted
into the Shoes last falL Hershborn
has a wacky, off-be-at sense of hu-
mor that adds variety to the troupe,
and if his sense of humor doesn't
help, his hair should.
Karen Louis has been a member
since the spring ofher firstyear. Her
humor ranges from being the ever
adorable Marsha Brady all the way
lo the unwittingly wise Beavis, Louis
considers herself to be a lot like
WonderWoman. "WonderWoman
and I both love to run around in
small tight-fitti-ng bathing suits while
deflecting bullets with magic brace-
lets. The only major difference is
that my magic lasso fills people with
angst," commented Louis.
Brecht'
try to increase the audience's aware-ne- ss
concerning these issues. He
criticized other playwrights as writ-
ing "culinary theater," in which the
entertainers "provide a nice dinner
with a sweet dessert" to make the
audience marvel over how beautiful
life is.
Deviating from this, Brecht clari-
fied but did not solve the problems
presented in his writings, to raise the
audiences understanding and make
them an active partner in the pro-
duction. Some of his highly ac-
claimed works include: "Mother
Courage," "The Caucasian Chalk
Circle," and "The Three Penny Op--
Director and producer of"Brecht
on Brecht" Richard Figge. profes-
sor of German, got the idea of per-
forming this production from the
success and the wonderful recep-
tion of a Brecht festival held at
Wooster in 1978. He feels that this
Marie "Mur" Kahl claims she
to the comedy troupe just for
the free pair of shoes; she says she
had to pay for hers. She has been a
member of Don't Throw Shoes for
nearly two years.
Ronald --Opie Taylor" Hustwk,
the troupe's oldest member, had no
c-ornrn-
ent on his involremcut with
the Shoes. However, be did say that
the best way cure athlete's foot is
with a tubeofDesitin andabowlfun
of Spam. Yoa slather a big oT
bunch of mat on your ices and ears,
and in no time
youHsooabe
nd or your
problem., and
all your
friends. But
who needs
friends aoy- -
way? Not me,
I tell ya. I
don't need anybody. Now it's just
me and my invisible cat Herbert
Heeeere, Herby did you bear
something? I think I heard some-
thing. Are the men in the white
coats coming to take me away
again?" Hustwit sometimes has to
take little vacations from the group,
but these seem to be only minor
setbacks in his comedy career.
Don't Throw Shoes will be hav-
ing auditions for new members on
Oct. 10, and an are welcome. Come
prepared to tell a joke or a story.
Auditions begin at 8pm.
You can see The Shoes perform
tomorrow in their first show of the
year, "Shoes: The Next Degenera-
tion." in LuceMultipurpose room at
7:30pja, and they also have ashow
in The Underground on Nov. 2.
a unique
performance will be a terrific intro-
duction to Brecht for those who are
unfamiliar with his work.
This is the first time Figge has
dealt with Brecht in theater since the
end of the Cold War and the termi-
nation of the problems specifically
addressed in Brecht's work, Figge
.
believes, though, that Brecht still'
has plenty lo say lo today's audi-
ence, bis a true test of a writer if
their work can transcend time and
keep its appeal.
The mtimtt'iipt of "Brecht on
Brecht" is read and not memorued.
which challenges the actor to con-
centrate on making the audience
grasp everything they are saying.
"Pf lyfrflifg Cff" ft" rnmrt
for their ability to engage the audi-
ence in a cooperative experience.
The stage is bare with no elaborate
scenery and the conversations are
between the actors and the audience
not between on stage.
and Mckmaf
jri.j--.-v- - -- 7" --v- .rit --vj-
,-JlTw- ;.ai
photo by BKTTTANY BULLARD
la their fifth season of coughs, guffaws, and the occasiona
misdirected chuckle, Don't Throw Shoes Is starting the year offwith
a pei fm niaace ta Luce Maltlparpose Room at 7JO pun. on
Saturday. The Shoes include: Karen Louis 9 Justin MUgrim 97,
Ron Hustwit 95, Adam Rom '96, Darid Hershhora 97 and Marie
Kahl '96.
theater experience
Figge says that the performance
"grows by itself."
The cast includes two faculty
members.Vice President for Devel-
opment Sara Pattoa and Raymond .
McCan of the English and theatre --
departments, and four students,
Megan Goldman .'93. Rachel Jack-so-n
97.GregoryIicht'98 andEliza-
beth Rosser '98.
"Brecht can be enjoyed on a lot of
different levels," said Paaon, thus
making the show enjoyable for an
poetry, literature and play lovers. '
The actors find the performance
trfiqnMrnpfrhererrtrfrfitMal
format Licht remarked about the
absence ofa continue plot as being
"bcthachanengeandahelp." Since
there is ao established theme, a sub-
jective theme is developed in the
mind of the actors as they progress.
Goldman, having been involved
mother plays at Wooster including
"Our Town," cemmented on the
31
loose structure ofthe rehearsals. The
parts often switch and every day
something is changed. Analysis
plays a major role in how they ex-
press themselves. Goldman also
commented that there is "nothing to
fanbackon'like propsor costumes.
She has found this "off the cuff, yet
planned" behavior refreshing.
, Jackson also found the nontradi-tion- al
methods used, as a pleasing
deviation-fro- m the normal form of
plays.
The performances will be held on
Friday, Oct. 7 at 8:15 pjn. and
Saturday. Oct. 8 at 8:45 pjn. in
Freedlander Theatre, Come and in-
troduce yourself (and your parents)
to this unique tfiitrr experience.
Reservations are strongly recom-
mended. For tickets, call
Freedlander Box Cfkx at(216) 263-224- 1.
Tickets are S6 for general
admission and free for all Wooster
students.
eptember 30, 1994
to reinvent R.E.M.
ALBUM REVIEWtLLE PARKER
RJLM. has done it again. For the
fifth time in five albums, the con-
summate college band from Athens,
, has reinvented themselves.
Back in 1987, RJZ.M. first hit it
ig" with the single The One I
e off the now classic Docu- -
ent LP. Prior to that, the Dana
put out five albums that re
ived little if any commercial at
tention. "Document," however, cast
RJLM. squarely into the national
spotlight and introduced much of
the nation to what was going on in
the college music scene. Since then,
R.E.M. has served as a vehicle for
the transport of "alternative"
hippness to mainstream music.
With each of the albums follow-
ing "Document," R.E.M. presented
a new sound which incorporated a
lot of what was going on in modern
rock at that particular time. "Green,"
the band's first major label release,
was the epitome of a pop album.
199 l's "Out Of Time" reflected
RJLMs discontent with the direc-
tion that "alternative" music was
taking. One year later, "Automatic
For The People" stood out as a
moody and melodic reaction to the
guitar crazed grunge scene. "Mon-
ster," R.E.M.'s newest release,
seems to complete the band's evolu-
tionary cycle.
Almost reactionary, "Monster" re-
turns to RJS.M.'s roots. The songs
are noisy and fun. Not as raw as the
early days, when songs like "Radio
Free Europe" and "Can't Get There
From Here" redefined edgy pop,
"Monster" is probably the band's
freshest and most energetic effort
The Wooster Voice
The Wooster Voice wants you!
The following positions need filled:
advertisements manager, assistant news editor,
assistant feature editor
If you are interested, please drop off a resume
in the Voice office or in box 3187.
BLUES TRAVELER
OCT. 9, 1994
DOORS OPEN 8 p.m.
WERTHEIMER
FIELDHOUSE
KENYON COLLEGE,
GAMBIER, OHIO.
TICKETS $10.
TICKETS AT THE
INFORMATION DESK
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since "Reconstruction Of The
Fables."
The difference this time around is
that R.E.M. is no longer the lone
Top 40 voice for "alternative" mu-
sic. Indeed, "alternative" has al-
most become almost mainstream. A
myriad of"alternative" bandsdance
up and down the charts almost daily.
This album's greatness stems not
from therefreshingvoice itwill bring
to Top 40 radio, but from its basis in
R.E.M.'s, and even "alternative's,"
musical past
The record is a good time packed
into fifty minutes. The first cut,
wh;ch is also the first single, "What's
The Frequency Kenneth" was in-
spired by themugging ofDan Rather
several years ago. The best cut,
"Star 69," is based on the popular
telephone feature of the same name.
Michael Stipe's vocals, "I know you
called, I know you hung up. Star
69," barken back to the days when
music was simpler and sales didn't
matter as much.
Ofcourse "Monster" will go plati-
num; it might even go double. It
would go gold even if the record
sucked, just because it'sRiJl The
beautiful thing is that the record is
excellent. It really is an extensive
tour through the artistic background
of the band; cuts like "Bang And
Blame" and "Let Me In" display the
raw roots of modem rock. Track
six, "Strange Currencies," is almost
like "Pale Blue Eyes," that is, slow
and melodic. "Crush With
Eyeliner," the album's second cut,
even contains some distortion. With
this effort, RJE.M. was truly trying
to please themselves and display
theirvast musical talents at the same
time. In doing so. they are assured
of pleasing their fans as well.
Winter will perform works of Mozart's, Mandelssohn's and Martinu's this Sunday in Gault Recital
Han at 7:30 pjn.
Winter to perform Sunday
By NAT MISSILDINE
The sound of music can be heard
this week at GaultRecital Hall com-
ing from the melodious piano play-
ing of Wooster's professor Daniel
Winter. Winter is the Olive Will-
iams Kettering Professor, one of the
College's endowed professorships
in the field of music. He will give
several performances throughout the
year. But his recital on Sunday
evening will be the first
Winter is not a newcomer to mu-
sic. He received his training at a
number of schools: Maryville Col-
lege, Eastman School of Music,
Boston University and Indiana Uni-
versity, respectively. He has played
with the Wooster Symphony Or-
chestra and as well as solo
perfomances. "I have played sev
eral hundred solo performances"
says Winter about his experience
with piano playing. Yet Winter's
involvement in music does not stop
at the performance level. He also
teaches beginner music theory and
upper level music classes as well.
Winter adds that he wants to keep
both the performing and teaching. "I
enjoy teaching." he declares, "it
keeps my music fresh."
His upcoming performance fea-
tures the works of three composers,
selected from three very different
periods of music. From the classical
period is Mozart's "Fantasia and
Sonata in C Minor" which Winter
notes "is the longest and most seri-
ous in the program."
Then Felix Mendelssohn's
"Rondo Capriccioso" Op. 14,apiece
which Mendelssohn composed at
10
FRIDAY, SEPT. 3
Video: "Big." The Underground, 8 pjn 50 cents.
Student Spotlight Showcase! Mom's Truckstop, 8 p.m. -- 1 1 p.m.
RedPin Special in ScotLanes. Win free games from 9 pjn. -- 1 1 pjn.
SATURDAY, OCT. 1
'Horseback riding at Mohican State Park. 11 ajn.-- 4 pjn. Register
at the Lowry desk for only $4. Sack lunches are provided!
Film: "In the Line of Fire." Mateer, 7:30 pjn. & 10 pjn. $1.
Band: Rock Shop. The Underground, 10 pjn. - 2 ajn.. 75 cents.
Moonlight bowling in Scot Lanes. Free Shoe Rental.
SUNDAY, OCT. 2
Scotch doubles bowling begins. Every Sunday through Nov. 13.
Scot Lanes, 7 pjn.
Classic Film: "Yabba." Mateer, 7:30 pjn., free!
MONDAY, OCT. 3
Forms available for homecoming hall and house decorating and
parade float entries at Lowry Info. Desk.
TUESDAY OCT. 4
Video: "Wayne's World 2." The Underground, 8 pjn., 50 cents.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 5
Apparel and jewelry from Asia. Many Moons. Lowry lounge, 10
ajn. - 7 pjn.
photo provided
the age of IS and which is "one of
Mendelssohn's most popular pieces"
will be featured. Martinu's ".Etudes
and Polkas" composed inl957 will
round off the evening as a more
modem selection.
Winter looks forward to his per-
formance, as he says most profes-
sors do when given the opportunity.
He hopes students on campus are
aware of the event and attend. The
recital begins at 7:30 p.m. in the
Gault Recital Hall in Scheide Music
Center on Sunday, Oct 2. Admis-
sion to the recital is free and open to
the general public.
4108 Burbank 345-875- 5T
Natural Bora Killers (R)
12:10,3:00.7:05.9:50
Camp Nowhere (PC)
12:25, 2:35, 4:45. 7:35. 9:45
Terminal Velocity (PG13)
12.-0- 0. 2:15. 4:30, 7.O0. 9:20
Clear & Present Danger (PG13)
12:15,3:15,7:20,10:15
True Lies (R)
2:30.9:30
The Little Rascals (PG)
12:20,5:20.7:25
Forrest Gump (PG13)
12.-0- 5, 3:05,7:10,10)5
The River Wild (PG13)
12:30, 2:50, 5:25. 7:45. 10:10
The Scoot (PG13)
12:35.2:45.5:00.7:15,9:35
Next Karate Kid (PG)
12:10,2:55, 5:15,7:40,9:55
la the Army Now (PG)
12:05, 2:40. 5:05. 7:20, 9:25
No Pouts
'TUX tosmd
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Cham-a-koo- n steals Rolex . : " ' ' 7 i
By JASON GINDELE
Special to the Voice
In tennis, tuning is everything.
Warren Cham-a-ko- on 95 has a
Rokz to prove it.
Cham-a-koo- n, an AO-Ameri- can
last year, lost only one set in sweep-
ing through a 64-pla- yer draw at the
Rolex Central Region Dir. Ill Ten-
nis Tournament this past weekend
at DePaaw University in
Greencasae. Indiana.
The second-seed- ed Cham-a-koo- n
downed lop-seed- ed Bob Karmaka
ofDePanw. 6-- 3. 7-6(- 3). in the finals
ioearn a trip to the Oct. 27-3-0 Rolex
National Division m Tournament
at the University of Oklahoma in
Norman. Oklahoma.
Tm trying to go into the na-
tional tournament with no expecta-
tions, m give 110 percent to win,
no matter what it takes." said Cham-a-koo- n.
who finished last season
ranked 22nd in the urim
Though it was officially the off-
season for tennis. Cham-a-koo- n was
in mid-seas- on form against
Karma ra,1 was in the groove. I felt
I was dictating the points and setting
the pace. If I was going to lose, he
was going to have to beat me be-
cause I wasn't going to beat my-
self," Cham-trkoo-n said.
1 played well the whole week-
end, he continued. "In the first few
rounds I straggled abit,bat I worked
through my problems with each
Baseball:
By JOSH LEVENTHAL
Since the first time I picked up a
baseball glove and tossed the ball to
my father he has told me stories
about his beloved Brooklyn Dodg-
ers.
I may not have been old enough to
tie my shoes or cross the street by
myself, but I was ready to know
about the Duke, a man named Pee
Wee and Leo the Lip.
He has vividly described to me
the adventure ofsitting in the grand-
stands at Ebbets Field in Brooklyn
watching the game while attempt-
ing to dodge the droppings from the
pigeons sitting above in the rafters.
The
football:
SaL-Denis- on (A) 1:30 pjn.
voOeybalk
SaL-Not- re Dame (Ohio) (H) 11 ajn.
SaL-Way-ne College (H) 2 pjn.
pfaoto by KEWS SERVICES
Warren Cham-a-ko- oa 95
"The rest of the team was really
behind me. It kept me pumped up
and focused, especially in the last
match. Wkh the crowd rooting for
my opponent, the home favorite, it
was nice to have my teammates
there. Our team camaraderie really
helped."
Sixth-seed-ed Johan Nybiom '96
won two rounds before falling to
nrweeded Steve DeWeerd of Calvin,
6-- 3. 7-- 5. Nybiom was mcreasuudy
hampered by a back injury that be-
gan m the firstmatch. My back was
really tight after not having played
A game for the ages
And when his legs were young
enough, he took me out to the local
diamond and tried to teach me the
artform of the fadeaway slide per-
fected by the greatest basenmner of
all time, Jackie Robinson. Without
knowing it I had become a Brooklyn
Dodger fan.
But being the baseball fan that he
is, my father knew that my heartwas
and always will be with the Balti-
more Orioles. So for the past twenty-tw- o
years he has appeased me and
rooted for my team.
He has satby myside at Memorial
Stadium in Baltimore and cheered
as Cal Ripken made plays deep in
the hole and Eddie Murray hit tow
upcoming week in Sports:
Sac-Denis- on Invite (A) 1 1:45 a.m.
Men's soccer:
SaL-Wmenb- erg (H) 4 pja.
competitively in a few months.' he
said. "But I don't want to take any-
thing away from (DeWeerd). He
played very well."
Peter James 93 also won two
rounds, dispatching of lSm-seed- ed
Steve Sabin ofWashington Univer-
sity, 6--3. 7--6 (7-3- ). in the second
round en route to a Round of 16 loss
at the hands of Kenyon's Ed
Peterson, the seventh seed, 6-3,7- -6
C7-2-).
Ward Fisher 96 lost in the first
round.
In the doubles draw, Dave HhxDe
95 and Erik Bloom 97, playing
together for the first time, surprised
the seventh-seede- d Washington
team, winning 6-- 4, 6--3, in the first
round, and then moved on to easOy
defeat ML Union College's top pair.
6--1 , 6--2, in the next round. They fell
to the fourth-seed- ed team from
Denison University, 64, 6--1, in the
quarterfinals.
"Our chemistry came together
wen and we were intense right off
the bat." Bloom said.
Cham-a-koo- n and Fisher went into
the tournament seeded third, but
were upset in the first round by a
team from Calvin College, 6--3. 7-- 5.
The tournament, which brought
in players from 17 schools, includ-
ing perennial national powerhouse
Kalamaroo College and defending
North Coast Athletic Conference
champion Denison. acts as the only
fall competition for Div. m players.
ering home runs, while all the time
slipping in commena like Pee Wee
did it better or CampaneUa hit 'em
further.
He even tried to share in the joy
when theO's beat the Phillies in 83
and were the champs of the world.
But as I look back on those days
now, a little bit wiser. I realize that
his heart was not into it. that some-
thing was missing. It was not his
team. They are no more, fornow the
Dodgers are in a phony city called
Los Angeles, a few thousand miles
from their home.
I wish that I could return the favor
please see BASEBALL, page 10
Held hockey:
Wed.-Denis- on (A) 330 pjn.
i's soccer:
SaL-Wittenb-erg (H) 1 pjn.
'A
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Wooster's Beth Shell 99 KtttmptM to pass a rnuer from
Otterbeia fat last Saturday's Wooster Invitational.
Scot runners
at Wooster
By PAUL KINNEY
Following up on last week's
GLCA Championships at Farlham.
both the Fighting Scot and Lady
Scot cross country teams performed
well in this past Saturday's Wooster
Invitational. Led by Emily
Moorefield 95, the Lady Scots fin-
ished second out of 14 in the team
standings, while the men finished
fifth out of 15. ;'.
Baldwin Wallace's LadyHornets,
currently ranked ninth in the nation
(Division HI), won the meet with a
total score of 63 points. Wooster
was next with 75 points.
Otterbein dominated the men's
field with 28 points, followed by
Oberlin with 81 and Mount Union
with 86. Case Western was fourth
with 103 points, followed by
Wooster (167).
Individually for the women,
Moorefield covered the five kHo-met- er
course in 19-3- 4, finishing sec-
ond to Grove City's Caroline
Lucbetta (1929). Finishing ninth
was Michelle Poole 97 (205) Just
sevefl socoods hi front of tfsWiwmt(t
Molly Metz 97, who was eleventh, -
i
Invite
Julie Heck aod Ellen Freeman 97s
rounded out the top five spots cn the
team by finishing sixteenth and
thirty-sevent- h, respectively.
"I was really pleased with how
well the women pulled together to-
day, especially the middle three run-
ners." said Wooster bead coach
Dennis Rice. "Emily Moorefield
ran a good race as well, she just
came up a little short at the finish."
For the men. whoare still nmning
without co-capt- ain Paul Kinney '95,
Josh Baird '98 led the way by finish-
ing twenty-fift- h in 29:06. Willie
Drexler "97 was next in twenty-seven- th
(29:13). with co-capt- ain
Alan Schwartz '95 close behind in
twenty-nint- h (2920). Philippe
Kozub 97 and Travis Morgan 98
rounded out Wooster's top five by
finishing thirty-sixt- h and fiftieth,
respectively.
"There were a lot of lough teams
in the men's field, but we still man-
aged to do well despite our youth,"
said Rice. 1 was extremely happy
about how oar guys did, but we still
needa frontrunner to stepforward."
Both teams return to action this
Saturday at trieDenisccmvitationaL
'
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